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Abstract 
Cartons are a common means for packaging a variety of items. These are 
usually “erected” by dedicated machines which fold the carton into shape 
from a ﬂat net. When there is a need to use new forms of carton, dedicated 
machinery may not be appropriate and reconﬁgurable systems may be used 
instead. There is a need to simulate the erection process itself to ensure 
that this behaves as expected. This paper investigates the use of constraint-
based techniques to produce such a simulation. The necessary commands 
are generated from the geometry of the carton net. Geometric constraints 
are imposed to ensure that the net remains intact and so resolve cases where 
loops of faces are present. 
Key words: transforms, simulation, cartons, carton erection, folding, 
packaging, origami 
1. Introduction 
Cartons represent a popular way of packaging a variety of consumer prod­
ucts including food items, electronic components and stationary supplies [1]. 
They are versatile and they are likely to increase in popularity as they have 
good environmental properties in regard to recycling and degradability. 
Cartons are formed or erected from ﬂat nets of carton-board which have 
been cut and printed. Additionally creases are normally pre-formed by press­
ing thin metal rules into the ﬂat board. Typically the erection process is car­
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ried out by dedicated packaging machines which fold along the appropriate 
creases [2]. The carton is usually held in its erected state by gluing or by 
tucking and locking of ﬂaps. 
For some ranges of products, there is a desire to adapt the carton to 
accommodate diﬀerent sizes and quantities [3]. There is also interest in 
“innovative” designs of cartons [4, 5, 6] so as to provide greater appeal for 
the customer. These ideas can be accommodated by designing new dedicated 
machines or introducing reconﬁgurable processes [7]. Reconﬁgurability can 
be obtained by the use of robots and these have been used in various ways to 
fold cartons [8, 9, 10]. Additionally, there has been related interest in paper 
folding [11, 12] and in the use of robots to form origami models from paper 
[15]. 
When designing a packaging system, there is naturally a need to simulate 
the machinery and its interaction with the packaging material. There are 
diﬃculties when the material is carton-board as its properties are non-linear 
[16, 17] and can vary with the properties of the environment in which pro­
cessing takes place [18]. Often numerical techniques such as ﬁnite element 
analysis, with a suitable representation of the material properties, are needed 
[19, 20, 21]. 
When dealing with reconﬁgurable systems, it is also important to simulate 
the erection process of the carton itself. This is to ensure that the process 
is feasible and no unwanted interferences occur between diﬀerent parts of 
the carton. It also helps in checking that parts of the net which are to be 
“captured” by other parts are moved to appropriate positions. The simula­
tion also provides data for the machine in terms of settings [22] and control 
parameters. 
This paper looks at how to provide such a simulation of the motion of the 
carton during erection. It aims to do this based on data from the original ﬂat 
net for the carton. Folding takes places along creases and these divide the 
net into faces. The next section discusses the face graph [23] which shows 
the adjacency between faces. When this has no loops (as can occur with 
simple cartons [9, 10, 11, 24]), the erection process is one of driving all the 
creases through the required angles, assuming that there are no cases of faces 
interfering with each other. The interference problem is certainly an issue. 
For simple cartons it is usually straightforward to see how interferences can 
be avoided, but this is not the case for more general folding operations [25]. 
When loops are present, “gussets” exist in which panels move because 
of the motion of neighbours. Section 3 discusses how transforms can be 
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applied to simulate the motion of the faces of cartons and it shows how 
commands can be created to enable the angles for gusset folds to be found 
using a constraint-based approach. An example of a tray carton is discussed 
in the early sections. A second example of a skillet carton is given in section 
4. Section 5 investigates whether the approach can be extended to more 
complex folding situations and looks at an example taken from origami. In 
particular this highlights the large angular changes that may be induced in 
some gusset folds by relatively small changes in the positions of neighbours. 
This means that care is required to ensure that constraint resolution ﬁnds 
the appropriate angular positions. 
2. Graphs 
Consider the tray carton [4] shown in ﬁgure 1. The ﬁgure gives various 
stages during the erection process. The original net is shown in ﬁgure 2. 
It has ﬁfteen face panels in total. These are numbered with the panel for 
the base being numbered zero. This can be regarded as being ﬁxed with 
the other faces being moved relative to it. It is likely that a mechanism or 
machine used to erect the tray acts principally on the main side walls. So 
panels 1, 4, 7 and 10 are turned through 90 and panels 13 and 14 are each 
turned through 180 relative to panels 4 and 10. 
In the corners of the tray are four “gusset” arrangements. An example 
comprises the panels 2 and 3. These need to move inwards, as seen in ﬁgure 
1, and they are ﬁnally captured and held inside the short double-wall end as 
panel 13 is folded over. The gussets do not require to be pushed explicitly; 
they move naturally as the main panels to which they are attached move. 
However, they may need to be guided during the initial stages of their motion 
to ensure they move inwards and not outwards. 
Also shown in ﬁgure 2 is the face graph of the carton [23]. The nodes of 
this graph correspond to the panels of the carton, and two nodes are joined 
if, in the carton net, the two faces have a common edge. (If the face net is 
itself regarded as a planar graph, then the face graph is essentially the dual 
graph.) 
Similar graphs are used to represent the interconnection of the links of 
mechanisms or robots [26], and they have also been used to describe the 
hierarchy of “model spaces” used to represent such systems [27]. A model 
space is a collection of geometric entities described with respect to a local 
coordinate system. It also has associated with it a transform which maps 
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Figure 1: Folding of an origami tray carton 
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Figure 2: Tray carton and associated face graph 
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from the local space to another coordinate system. That second system can 
either be world space or another model space. A hierarchy is created in which 
the nodes are the spaces themselves and the edges can be regarded as the 
transforms mapping between these. The hierarchy forms a tree in which the 
root node is world space. To ﬁnd how any other space relates to the world 
it is necessary to map it by each of the transforms along edges between it 
and world space. As the hierarchy is a tree, this sequence of transforms is 
unique. 
If each of the transform is speciﬁed, then the positions of each of the 
model spaces is determined. So, for example, with a conventional robot, 
if each of the joint angles is known, then the position of the end-eﬀector 
is established. However, in practice, one needs to take the end-eﬀector to 
a given point. This eﬀectively creates a new edge joining the end-eﬀector 
directly to world space. This in turn creates a loop in the hierarchy and it is 
no longer a tree. Once there are loops, determining the transforms is more 
diﬃcult as there is likely to be conﬂict depending on which way one passes 
around the loops. 
An example is shown in ﬁgure 3 which shows the three moving links of 
a four bar mechanism. The coupler and driven links are not joined. The 
corresponding hierarchy is also shown in the ﬁgure. Joining the two links 
creates an additional edge (shown as a dashed line) and a loop is formed. 
One way to establish the assembly is to consider the angles of the coupler 
and driven links as being free. Two such links form a “dyad”. Forming 
the expressions for the ends of the links and setting them equal leads to 
two simultaneous non-linear equations for the angles. These can be solved 
numerically by a variety of techniques. 
In the case of the tray carton, each of the four gusset corners can be 
regarded as a dyad. If each is thought of as being cut along its diagonal fold, 
as shown in exaggerated form on the left in ﬁgure 4, then the resultant face 
graph is that shown on the right of the ﬁgure. This graph is a now a tree, in 
fact a spanning tree of the original graph, and its edges represent transforms 
which involve rotations about the corresponding edges in the carton net. The 
cuts in the dyads represent non-linear equations which need to be solved. 
The approach adopted here is to deal with each dyad in terms of a geo­
metric constraint [28, 29, 30] requiring its two sides to join. Use is made of 
a constraint modelling environment [31, 32] in which the geometric entities 
and the constraints between them are speciﬁed via a user interface language. 
What is done is to create automatically the command ﬁle for the constraint 
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Figure 3: Four bar mechanism and graph of spaces 
modeller from a description of the net for the carton (and its dyads). The 
command ﬁle speciﬁes the constraints which need to be solved to assemble 
the carton at any stage in its erection. A simulation can be obtained by spec­
ifying a sequence of values for the rotations about the uncut edges. These 
can then be stepped through and at each stage the constraints resolved. The 
next section looks at the creation of the command ﬁle from the carton net. 
Finally in this section, a brief overview is given of the constraint mod­
elling approach which is used for the examples in this paper. A number of 
approaches to constraint-based design have appeared [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] 
with applications including graphics, conceptual design, and embodiment 
design. Various means for resolving constraints have been used including 
computational reasoning and numerical solution of simultaneous equations. 
The constraint modelling environment [31, 32] uses optimisation techniques 
for constraint resolution. It has has an underlying language in which design 
parameters are declared. These can include graphical entities such as points, 
lines and arcs. 
A constraint is speciﬁed as an expression involving some of the design 
parameters. This is deemed to be true when its value is zero; if it has a 
non-zero value (as a real number) then this is a measure of its falseness. For 
each set of constraints, the user speciﬁed which parameters can be changed 
in order to satisfy those constraints. The system then treats the sum of the 
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Figure 4: Tray carton with cuts and associated spanning tree of face graph 
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squares of the constraint expressions as a function of the parameters which 
can be varied and searches for a (local) minimum value using numerical 
optimisation techniques (such as Powell’s direct search method [39]). If a 
minimum of zero is found, then it is known that the constraints have been 
resolved satisfactorily. A non-zero minimum suggests that the constraints 
are in conﬂict and cannot be fully resolved. 
The aim is to ﬁnd a single satisfactory conﬁguration. This means that the 
initial values of the variable parameters is important as this is the starting 
point for the numerical search. The approach is intended as an aid to the 
designer in exploring the design space. In the early stages of the design 
process, the constraints are evolving as the designer gains understanding of 
the design task. Specifying the known constraints to the environment allows 
their implications to be assessed so that the constraints can be modiﬁed or 
extended as necessary. 
As an example, part (a) of ﬁgure 5 shows a representation as a “stick 
model” of the four bar mechanism given in ﬁgure 3. The lines representing 
the coupler and driven links are Lcoupler and Ldriven and the constraint 
to bring their ends together is 
rule( Lcoupler:e2 on Ldriven:e2 ); 
Here the extension e2 denotes the second end point of the line and on is 
a binary function which returns the distance between two geometric objects; 
in the case of points this is zero when they coincide. 
The system ﬁnds the solution in part (b) of ﬁgure 5, when the constraint 
is resolved allowing the angles of the two lines to vary (and keeping the crank 
ﬁxed). This is starting from the conﬁguration shown in part (a). There is of 
course another solution as shown in part (c). If this is the one that is desired, 
then either the two lines need to be rotated “close” to this conﬁguration 
before the search is made, or additional constraints imposed to disallow the 
other solution. 
3. Transforms 
This section describes how a description of the geometry of the original 
carton net is used to create a simulation of the erection process. The de­
scription of the net is as a collection of points and faces supplied in a data 
ﬁle. This ﬁle is processed by a stand-alone pre-processor program to create 
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Figure 5: Constraint resolution for links forming a dyad 
commands for the constraint modelling environment. It is within this that 
the simulation is performed. 
Each point represents the vertex of one of the face panels. It is labelled 
with a name and its coordinates are speciﬁed using a suitable coordinate 
frame for the net. Each face is speciﬁed as the sequence of points around it 
(in an anticlockwise sense). The pre-processor program needs to determine 
the hierarchy of the faces corresponding to the spanning tree of the face graph 
that is to be used. This can be done automatically by declaring within the 
data ﬁle which edges have been cut and which remain; this gives suﬃcient 
information for the pre-processor to determine the hierarchy. It can also be 
achieved, more simply, by tagging each face with a reference to the next face 
in the hierarchy. The base face is used as the root node of the hierarchy. 
The pre-processor program generates commands to create lines repre­
senting the boundary of each face. Each internal line is created twice: once 
for each face in which it lies. For convenience, call the “joining edge” of 
a face that edge which is common to it and the next face in the hierarchy 
nearer to the base. The lines are created in a local coordinate system for the 
face. This is chosen so that its joining edge forms the local x-axis. Figure 
6 shows two adjacent faces f and F with f being nearer to the base. The 
local coordinates for face F use point (X0; Y0) as the origin, with the x-axis 
going towards point (X1; Y1). If the typical point in face F has coordinates 
(X; Y ) with respect to the frame of the net, these can be expressed as a 
column vector of homogeneous coordinates [X; Y; 0; 1]T . Then transforming 
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by pre-multiplying by the matrix 
cos  sin  0 −X0 cos  − Y0 sin  6	 7 6 − sin  cos  0 X0 sin  − Y0 cos  7 6	 7 4	 0 0 1 0 5 
0 0 0 1 
where  is the angle between the joining edge and the global x-axis, has the 
eﬀect of transforming the point to the local coordinates of the face. 
(X1,Y1)F 
f 
(X0,Y0) (x1,y1) 
(x0,y0) towards 
baseα2 
β α1 
Figure 6: Transforms between two adjacent panel faces 
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As noted previously, the edges of the face graph can be regarded as trans­
forms which relate one face to the next. For simplicity, the pre-processor sets 
up two transforms to be used one after another. A similar technique is used 
in [40]. Within the commands for the constraint modeller, this means creat­
ing two model spaces, one embedded in the other. The ﬁrst transform that 
is applied is a rotation about the x-axis. Since locally this axis is the edge 
joining to the next face, this transform represents folding of the crease. 
The second transform maps from one local space to the next with a trans­
lation in x and y and a rotation about an axis in the z-direction. Referring 
again to ﬁgure 6, the following matrix product 
cos 1 
2 
sin 1 0 0  
3 2 
1 −x0 3 6 6 − sin 1 cos 1 0 0  7 7 6 6 1 −y0 7 7 6 4 0 0 1 0 7 5 6 4 1 0 7 5 
0 0 0 1 1 
where 1 is the angle between the joining edge for face f and the global 
x-axis axis, maps the space of face f so that its joining edge maps to the 
global x-axis with the end (x0; y0) mapping to the origin. 
¯ ¯Let X0 and Y0 be the x and y coordinates of point (X0; Y0) under this 
map. Then the matrix 
cos 2 − sin 2 0 X¯0 6 ¯ 7 6 sin 2 cos 2 0 Y0 7 6	 7 4	 0 0 1 0 5 
0 0 0 1 
where 2 is the angle between the two joining edges, creates the transform 
mapping the space of F to that of f . The pre-processor uses the values in 
this matrix to create commands to set up the second transform. 
The pre-processor always creates the commands which specify the con­
straints which need to be solved for the dyads. The data ﬁle for the net 
declares these in terms of pairs of faces (between which a “cut” has been 
formed) and an indication of which points need to be brought together. As 
noted earlier, each gusset corner can move inwards or outwards. So it is also 
possible to specify bounds of the values for the angles of the folds so as to 
ensure motion in the appropriate direction. 
Figure 7 shows one of the gussets corners for the tray carton with the cut 
between the two faces exaggerated. The following are the commands for the 
constraint modelling environment created by the pre-processor. 
12 
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Figure 7: Dyad formed by gusset corner in tray carton 
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dec mod3 mspc guss1 posn, mspc guss1 turn;

dec geom edge guss1 00, edge guss1 01, edge guss1 02;

dec mod3 mspc guss2 posn, mspc guss2 turn;

dec geom edge guss2 00, edge guss2 01, edge guss2 02;

mspc guss1 posn = mod3( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc dsid1 turn ); 
mspc guss1 turn = mod3( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc guss1 posn ); 
edge guss1 00 = lin( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc guss1 turn ); 
edge guss1 01 = lin( 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 5.0, 0.0, mspc guss1 turn ); 
edge guss1 02 = lin( 5.0, 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc guss1 turn ); 
mspc guss2 posn = mod3( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc dsid2 turn ); 
mspc guss2 turn = mod3( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .00, 0.0, 0.0, mspc guss2 posn ); 
edge guss2 00 = lin( 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, mspc guss2 turn ); 
edge guss2 01 = lin( 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc guss2 turn ); 
edge guss2 02 = lin( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, mspc guss2 turn ); 
function resolve guss12 
{ 
var mspc guss1 turn:ax;

var mspc guss2 turn:ax;

rule( edge guss1 01:e2 on edge guss2 00:e2 ); 
rule( mspc guss1 turn:ax .ge. 0.0 );

rule( mspc guss1 turn:ax .le. 180.0 );

rule( mspc guss2 turn:ax .ge. 0.0 );

rule( mspc guss2 turn:ax .le. 180.0 );

} 
The ﬁrst four of these commands declare the names of the lines and the 
two pairs of model spaces used. These are then deﬁned, with the model 
spaces embedded in each other appropriately and the lines similarly asso­
ciated with their local spaces. The lines are deﬁned in an anticlockwise 
sequence around each face. It is within the function that the constraints are 
speciﬁed. The rotations about the relevant local x-axes are speciﬁed as being 
variable when the constraints are resolved. The ﬁrst constraint speciﬁes that 
the second end-points of the two given lines should be coincident. The other 
four constraints limit the angles of rotations so that these lie between zero 
and 180 . 
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When the function is invoked within the constraint modeller, the system 
automatically adjusts the values of the two angles in a search for values which 
allow all the constraints to be satisﬁed. There is generally a unique solution 
to this problem. The exception is when the neighbouring side walls have been 
turned through 90 . Here the short edges of the gusset faces, those about 
which they rotate locally, are together and there are inﬁnitely many angles 
which allow the above constraints to be satisﬁed. (The constraint modeller is 
set up to ﬁnd just one solution and this is normally the same as that found in 
the previous step of a simulation.) From the point of view of simulating the 
process, this is inconvenient. So the net is modiﬁed by introducing “dummy” 
faces of zero width between each gusset face and its neighbouring side panel. 
This adds extra nodes and edges to the face graph and to its spanning tree, 
and allows the speciﬁcation of additional angles for the simulation process. 
The angles of these faces are kept at zero as the side walls are rotated and the 
gussets move inwards. Then the angles of the dummy faces are varied over a 
range of 45 . The gusset constraints remain satisﬁed as this is done as their 
angular values do not change. This allows the simulation to show the gusset 
ﬂaps being folded back against the double walls as in the passage between 
steps 4 and 5 in ﬁgure 1. Specifying the appropriate sequence of angles for 
the edges in the spanning tree and resolving the constraints at each stage 
allows the full simulation shown in that ﬁgure to be run. 
The advantage of the constraint-based approach is that it allows investi­
gation of diﬀerent closing strategies by varying the driving angles while using 
the same commands to assemble the carton and perform the simulation. For 
example, the options of closing the side walls at diﬀerent speeds can be in­
vestigated. In the simulation shown in ﬁgure 1, these are driven at the same 
speed. This leaves the gusset ﬂaps pointing into the tray at 45 to the sides. 
In fact, even at this angle, it is possible for the double walls to fold over, 
capture and retain them. However driving the longer side wall more quickly 
than the shorter (double) walls has the eﬀect of forcing the gussets ﬂaps to 
lie closer to the short walls, thus making their capture more certain. A stage 
in the simulation of this is shown in ﬁgure 8. This simulation is obtained 
simply by modifying the sequence of driving angles deﬁned for the edges in 
the spanning tree. 
15 
Figure 8: Closing the side faces at dierent speeds 
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4. Gable-end skillet 
As a second example, consider the carton stages in whose erection are 
shown in ﬁgure 9. The form of the top of the carton is called a “gable-end” 
and it is also composed of a number of gussets. 
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Figure 9: Folding of a skillet with a gable end 
The net for the carton is shown in ﬁgure 10 along with its face graph. 
When the carton is produced, the initially ﬂat net is folded along the edges 
between faces 2 and 3 and between faces 12 and 13. Then tabs along the 
edges of faces 4 and 16 are glued to faces 1 and 9. This means that the ﬁrst 
stage of erection is to open out the carton so that faces 1, 2, 3 and 4 form 
a parallelogram and ﬁnally a square. It is this initial gluing that makes the 
carton a skillet [6]. 
Figure 11 shows two possible spanning trees for the face graph. Below 
each is the corresponding net with the appropriate faces separated. Also 
shown separated are the ﬂaps at the bottom of the carton, faces 5-8. Note 
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Figure 10: Net and face tree for gable-end skillet 
that the nets do not fall into two pieces since there are joins between faces at 
the left and right sides as indicated by the arrows; for example faces 1 and 
4 join. In both trees, the edge joining nodes 2 and 3 is removed. This is on 
the assumption that during the opening process, face 1 is held ﬁxed and face 
4 is driven through 90 as suggested in ﬁgure 9. To assemble the main walls 
of the carton, a constraint is required to bring faces 2 and 3 together. 
A little more care is required with the gussets involved in the gable-end 
itself. This is because there are now cases of ﬁve faces with a common vertex. 
Consider the tree labelled (a). Assuming that face 9 is driven, faces 10 and 
11 can be treated as a dyad. Once the position of face 11 is known, faces 12 
and 13 can be dealt with as a second dyad; then faces 14 and 15. This leaves 
faces 16 as 9 as a ﬁnal dyad. But the position of face 9 is already established. 
So the ﬁnal dyad is handled by only adjusting face 16. 
In practice, simply driving face 9 is unlikely to be successful in driving 
all the other faces because of the tendency of the panels to distort as they 
transmit the motion. Instead, both faces 9 and 13 are driven. This means 
that the second spanning tree, labelled (b) in ﬁgure 11, is more appropriate. 
It means that every face is at most distance 3 away (in terms of path-length 
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Figure 11: Possible spanning trees 
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within the tree) from a driven face. A general principle is that one wishes to 
choose the faces that are to be driven and the spanning tree so as to ensure 
that every face is close to a driven face and thus problems with distortion are 
reduced. Using spanning tree (b), faces 10 and 11 are solved as dyad. The 
dyad between faces 11 and 12 is then handled by adjusting face 12 alone. A 
similar approach is applied for the other faces around the gable-end. 
From the point of view of the simulation, the pre-processor can set up the 
commands in the same way as before, with two angles declared as variable 
for each dyad. However, when only one angle is allowed to change, a “ﬁx” 
command is given to ensure that the other is unaltered during constraint 
resolution. 
5. Extension to origami 
The previous sections have looked at the simulation of the erection of 
cartons. Although there is interest in more complicated packs [5], practical 
cartons tend to be fairly simple structures. This is partly because of the need 
to be able to manipulate them by machine or manually. In order to see if 
the previous simulation techniques work with added complexity, this section 
looks at their application to an example from origami. This is the “ﬂapping 
bird” (e.g. [41]) which is a standard origami construction. 
As with most origami models, the bird starts with a square of paper. 
The net used for the simulation is shown in 12. The upper right corner of 
the net contains the fold lines that form the head of the bird. Stages in the 
simulation are shown in ﬁgure 13. 
As with the carton tray, there is a need to introduce a number of “dummy” 
faces to allow turning of parts once dyads have been fully folded. There are 
17 dummy faces shown as shaded regions in ﬁgure 12. The 13 central dummy 
faces all have zero size and are coincident with the central point; showing 
them larger in the ﬁgure distorts the shape of neighbouring faces. The central 
face allows the simulation to show the parts folding symmetrical downwards 
and upwards about the mid-point of the square (as for example in passing 
between stages 1 and 3 in ﬁgure 13) . Its 12 neighbouring dummy faces allow 
the rotation of the main triangular parts about a common vertical axis (as in 
going between stages 3 and 4 of the simulation). The remaining four dummy 
faces are used to simulate the raising of the wings (as in stages 7 to 9). 
The thick edges shown in ﬁgure 12 indicate which edges of the net are 
regarded as being cut so as to leave a spanning tree. In each case, the faces 
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Figure 12: Starting net for origami bird 
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Figure 13: Folding of origami bird 
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3 
on either side form a dyad, and these can be set in the correct orientation 
by setting up and resolving constraints. As with the skillet example, there 
is  a need  with  some  dyads to allow only one  of  the two  faces  to  move.  An  
example is the triangular face along the top edge of the net at the right hand 
corner. In the simulation, when this is aligned with the edge to its left, that 
face has already been positioned (with reference to the neighbour on its left), 
so only the triangular face can be changed. 
As noted previously, there are typically two solutions for any dyad as­
sembly and so there is a need to ensure that the appropriate one is found. 
In the constraint modelling environment, constraint resolution is carried out 
by a search process. The result achieved can be controlled by ensuring the 
search starts out in a conﬁguration close to the one desired. Normally this 
is not a problem, and when it is, it can be overcome by applying constraints 
to bound the angle of rotation of a face. However it is found with the bird 
example that a little more care is required than with the cartons discussed 
previously (cf. also [42]). 
To see the diﬃcultly, consider the arrangement of faces shown in ﬁgure 
14. The point O is taken as the origin of coordinates, with the x-axis along 
OA, the  y-axis as shown, and the z-axis normal to the plane of the ﬁgure. 
The two main triangles ABR and ACR are joined along line OR and 
separated along OA. Each is split into two faces along OP and OQ which 
lie at angle  to the y-axis shown in the ﬁgure. Folding around these lines 
is possible and the angle of rotation about each is assumed to be the same 
angle . Suppose that face ORBP is rotated about OR through an angle 
, and face ORCQ is rotated about OR through the same angle but in the 
opposite sense. Clearly the two points A can be kept together by taking  
to be zero. To ﬁnd the other possibility, consider the transform matrix for 
face OAP . Since point O is ﬁxed, the transform matrix is that of a rotation. 
It can be obtained by combining a rotation of  about the z-axis, a rotation 
of  about the new y-axis, a reverse rotation of − about the z-axis, and a 
rotation of  about the x-axis. This is represented by the following product. 
2 
1 
3 2 
cos  sin  
3 2 
cos  − sin  3 2 cos  − sin  6 4 cos  − sin  7 5 6 4 − sin  cos  7 5 6 4 1 7 5 6 4 sin  cos  
sin  cos  1 sin  cos  
This product can be formed and used to transform, by pre-multiplication, 
the point A = [a  0 0]T  regarded as part of face OAP . The  y-component of 
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Figure 14: Two folding panels with a dyad 
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:

the transformed point is found to be 
a cos [− sin  cos  cos  + sin    cos  − sin  sin ]: 
By symmetry, when the two points A coincide, the above component is zero 
and so, assuming that cos  is non-zero, 
0 =  sin    cos  (1 − cos ) − sin  sin  
= sin    cos  (2sin2 1
2
1
2
1
2
) − 2 sin    sin
  cos

1
2
So either sin
  is zero, which is the trivial solution, or

tan 

= 
sin  
1
2
tan

Figure 15 shows graphs of  against  as the latter varies between zero and 
90 representing a complete fold. For small values of  the initial change in 
 is seen to be large. 
An instance of this arrangement of faces is present in the net of the bird. 
This is in the faces that form the neck. They lie on either of the cut along 
diagonal of the square in the top right of the net in ﬁgure 12. The large 
movement corresponding to the initial change in  is seen in the movement 
between stages 4 and 5 in ﬁgure 13. To ensure that the correct solution is 
found in the simulation, the appropriate angles (those equivalent to ) need 
to be reset (to around 30) before the constraints for the dyad are resolved. 
Once the initial jump has been achieved, constraint resolution for subsequent 
stages can be undertaken starting with the previously found values of the 
angles. 
6. Conclusions 
When designing packaging machinery, there is a clear need to simulate 
the action of the machine itself to check that it functions correctly. There 
is also a need to simulate the motion of the carton itself during the various 
stages of the erection process. This is to ensure that unwanted interference 
between faces of the carton net does not occur. This is particularly the case 
when reconﬁgurable equipment is being used to check that the conﬁguration 
is correct and to establish what motion control is required. 
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Figure 15: Variation of dyad angle  with main fold angle 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It has been seen that it is possible to obtain a simulation by handling the 
transforms applied to the carton faces. Reducing the face graph to a spanning 
tree imposes a hierarchy on the faces and allows the required driving motions 
to be established. The cuts eﬀectively made in forming the tree correspond 
to dyads in which the angular positions of two adjoining faces need to be 
established. This can be done by imposing constraints which say that the 
edges on either of each cut must come together. 
Such constraints can be dealt with within a constraint modelling environ­
ment. The necessary commands can be created automatically from a data 
ﬁle which deﬁnes the net of the carton (in terms of nodes and faces) and 
identiﬁes where the cuts (and dyads) are deemed to lie. Since each dyad 
normally can have two solutions, care is needed to ensure that the correct 
one is found. This can be done by imposing bounds on the allowable angles 
for the faces or by imposing suitable values with which to start the search 
for the solution. 
These ideas have been demonstrated successfully on two typical forms 
of carton, namely a tray and a skillet with a gable-end. In addition, the 
approach has been shown to work well with the more complicated folding 
pattern required for an origami bird. 
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